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a b s t r a c t

Recently, phylogenetics has expanded to routinely include estimation of clade ages in addition to their
relationships. Various dating methods have been used, but their relative performance remains under-
studied. Here, we generate and assemble an extensive phylogenomic data set for squamate reptiles (liz-
ards and snakes) and evaluate two widely used dating methods, penalized likelihood in r8s (r8s-PL) and
Bayesian estimation with uncorrelated relaxed rates among lineages (BEAST). We obtained sequence data
from 25 nuclear loci (�500–1000 bp per gene; 19,020 bp total) for 64 squamate species and nine out-
group taxa, estimated the phylogeny, and estimated divergence dates using 14 fossil calibrations. We
then evaluated how well each method approximated these dates using random subsets of the nuclear loci
(2, 5, 10, 15, and 20; replicated 10 times each), and using �1 kb of the mitochondrial ND2 gene. We find
that estimates from r8s-PL based on 2, 5, or 10 loci can differ considerably from those based on 25 loci
(mean absolute value of differences between 2-locus and 25-locus estimates were 9.0 Myr). Estimates
from BEAST are somewhat more consistent given limited sampling of loci (mean absolute value of differ-
ences between 2 and 25-locus estimates were 5.0 Myr). Most strikingly, age estimates using r8s-PL for
ND2 were �68–82 Myr older (mean = 73.1) than those using 25 nuclear loci with r8s-PL. These results
show that dates from r8s-PL with a limited number of loci (and especially mitochondrial data) can differ
considerably from estimates derived from a large number of nuclear loci, whereas estimates from BEAST
derived from fewer nuclear loci or mitochondrial data alone can be surprisingly similar to those from
many nuclear loci. However, estimates from BEAST using relatively few loci and mitochondrial data could
still show substantial deviations from the full data set (>50 Myr), suggesting the benefits of sampling
many nuclear loci. Finally, we found that confidence intervals on ages from BEAST were not significantly
different when sampling 2 vs. 25 loci, suggesting that adding loci decreased errors but did not increase
confidence in those estimates.

� 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In recent years there has been increasing interest in using
molecular-based phylogenies to infer the ages of clades (e.g., San-
derson, 2002; Drummond et al., 2006; Rutschmann, 2006; Hedges
and Kumar, 2009). Time-calibrated phylogenies have become inte-
gral to many evolutionary studies, including analyses of biogeogra-
phy (e.g., Ree and Smith, 2008), species diversification (e.g.,
Ricklefs, 2007), and phenotypic evolution (e.g., O’Meara et al.,
2006).

Several methods for divergence-time estimation have been
developed (e.g., Thorne et al., 1998; Yoder and Yang, 2000; Huel-
senbeck et al., 2000; Sanderson, 2003; Thorne and Kishino, 2002;
Drummond et al., 2006; Yang and Rannala, 2006; Lepage et al.,
2007; Rannala and Yang, 2007; Lartillot et al., 2009). The most
widely used methods at present are based on ‘‘relaxed’’ molecular
clocks where a general relationship between time and molecular
divergence is assumed, and this relationship can vary across the
tree.

In the recent literature, two methods in particular have been
widely used, penalized likelihood (implemented in r8s; Sanderson,
2002, 2003) and Bayesian estimation with uncorrelated (‘‘relaxed’’)
lognormally distributed rates among branches (implemented in
BEAST; Drummond et al., 2006; Drummond and Rambaut, 2007).
Penalized likelihood uses an input tree with branch lengths and as-
sumes autocorrelation of rates among lineages, and the uneven-
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ness (roughness) of the change in rates among lineages is penal-
ized. A cross-validation method is used to find the optimal level
of rate smoothing, and this ‘‘smoothing factor’’ defines the degree
of autocorrelation. Using the Bayesian uncorrelated lognormal ap-
proach, rates of change are uncorrelated among branches and the
rate on each branch is drawn from a lognormal distribution (Drum-
mond et al., 2006; Drummond and Rambaut, 2007). For brevity, we
hereafter use ‘‘r8s-PL’’ to refer to the penalized likelihood approach
with r8s and ‘‘BEAST’’ to refer to the Bayesian uncorrelated lognor-
mal method. However, we recognize that these software packages
can be used to implement other approaches and that other soft-
ware packages could potentially be used to implement these ap-
proaches. Many other methods for divergence-time estimation
have also been frequently used, such as the Bayesian relaxed-clock
method using autocorrelated rates among lineages (implemented
in MultiDivTime; Thorne and Kishino, 2002).

In addition to implementing the Bayesian uncorrelated ap-
proach, BEAST has other important advantages and is becoming
widely used relative to r8s-PL and MultiDivTime. For example,
BEAST can incorporate uncertainty in topology and branch lengths
in estimating divergence dates and allows for different types of
prior distributions (e.g., normal, uniform, and lognormal) on cali-
bration points and other external sources (Drummond et al.,
2006; Drummond and Rambaut, 2007). Nevertheless, divergence-
time estimates from r8s-PL remain common (e.g., Hugall et al.,
2007; Wiens, 2007; Burbrink and Pyron, 2008; Kozak et al., 2009;
Spinks and Shaffer, 2009; Schulte and Moreno-Roark, 2010). Fur-
thermore, because BEAST (and MultiDivTime) may not be practical
on large data sets, r8s-PL may continue to be commonly used well
into the foreseeable future.

We know of no simulation studies that have directly compared
divergence-date estimates from r8s-PL and BEAST. For example, a
thorough simulation study by Battistuzzi et al. (2010) compared
only BEAST and MultiDivTime. Further, although some previous
empirical studies have estimated and compared dates from r8s
and BEAST (e.g., Ribera et al., 2010; Wielstra et al., 2010), it is dif-
ficult to evaluate which method gives ‘‘better’’ or ‘‘worse’’ results
without some non-arbitrary criterion. Only a few studies have at-
tempted to systematically address differences in these methods
with empirical data (Phillips, 2009; Egan and Doyle, 2010).

In many ways, simulation studies offer the best way to evaluate
these methods: one can generate a phylogeny with known dates
and then examine how well each method estimates those dates,
and under what conditions (e.g., Battistuzzi et al., 2010). However,
there are many complications in estimating divergence dates from
empirical data sets that may make fully realistic simulations chal-
lenging. For example, divergence-date estimation typically de-
pends upon having one or more fossil calibration points (i.e.,
fossil taxa of ‘‘known’’ clade assignment and age), which tend to
be available only sporadically among clades within a given group,
but may strongly influence the estimated dates (e.g., Near and San-
derson, 2004; Near et al., 2005; Rutschmann et al., 2007; Marshall,
2008; Inoue et al., 2010). Further, different genes may be used to
estimate dates, and these genes may differ not only in their length
and rates of change, but also in their underlying histories (e.g.,
Maddison, 1997). This diverse array of complicated parameters
may be difficult to simulate realistically. Thus, as a complement
to simulation studies, it would be useful to also evaluate and com-
pare dating methods using empirical data but with a non-arbitrary
criterion to evaluate them.

Additionally, divergence times are often estimated using a sin-
gle locus (e.g., RAG-1; see Hugall et al., 2007; Wiens, 2007; Alfaro
et al., 2009). Battistuzzi et al. (2010) demonstrated that Bayesian
relaxed clock methods can produce more accurate estimates using
multiple loci, but no similar studies have been conducted for r8s-
PL. Empirical testing of the robustness of Bayesian dating methods

to sampling limited numbers of loci is still needed. It is also unclear
how the use of more rapidly-evolving mitochondrial genes (in ani-
mals) may influence divergence dating relative to the use of more
slowly-evolving nuclear loci. The impact of mitochondrial data
may be particularly important in older clades, in which longer
branches may be systematically overestimated by rapidly evolving
mitochondrial genes (Zheng et al., 2011).

In this paper, we take advantage of our phylogenomic studies of
squamate reptiles (lizards and snakes) to evaluate and compare
two widely used dating methods: r8s-PL and BEAST. We assemble
a data set of 19,020 base-pairs (bp) from 25 protein-encoding nu-
clear loci for 64 ingroup taxa (representing major squamate clades
and most families) and nine outgroup taxa, a data set considerably
larger than those used in most dating studies. We then evaluate
how well these methods approximate the estimated divergence
dates based on all 25 loci, given random subsamples of a limited
number of these loci (e.g., 2, 5, 10, 15, or 20 loci). Although we
do not know what the true ages are for these clades, a method that
gives highly variable estimates from a limited sample of loci may
be problematic (i.e., two very different estimates for the same node
cannot both be correct), relative to a method for which estimates
from 2 or 5 loci are similar to those from 25 loci (even though this
pattern does not guarantee that estimates from the latter method
are actually correct). Additionally, it is important to understand
how subsampling loci (i.e., using fewer loci) influences diver-
gence-time estimates for these methods using empirical data.

We also compare estimated divergence dates from the nuclear
loci to those estimated from a single mitochondrial (mtDNA) gene.
Although nuclear data are becoming increasingly accessible, many
prominent analyses of phylogeny and divergence dates (in ani-
mals) continue to be based on mtDNA data alone (e.g., Santos
et al., 2009; Schulte and Moreno-Roark, 2010). Few studies have
systematically compared divergence dates estimated from mtDNA
to those based on multiple nuclear loci (e.g., Wahlberg et al., 2009;
Zheng et al., 2011) and our extensive sampling of nuclear loci pro-
vides an opportunity to address this issue.

This is not the first study of phylogeny and divergence times in
squamates. Recent studies have used molecular data to address
higher-level squamate relationships (e.g., Townsend et al., 2004;
Vidal and Hedges, 2005; Kumazawa, 2007; Wiens et al., 2010),
and divergence dates (e.g., Vidal and Hedges, 2005; Wiens et al.,
2006; Hugall et al., 2007). Here, we provide the most extensive
analysis of higher-level squamate phylogeny and divergence-time
estimates to date, in terms of including many loci, taxa, and fossil
calibration points.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Taxonomic sampling

Our taxon sampling was designed to address higher-level squa-
mate phylogeny. We included at least two representatives of most
families, except for some well-established clades (Anguimorpha,
Iguania, Serpentes) for which we sampled fewer species. For out-
groups, we used the tuatara (Sphenodon), the closest living relative
to Squamata (e.g., Gauthier et al., 1988; Hugall et al., 2007), two
crocodilians (Alligator and Crocodylus), two birds (Dromaius and
Gallus), two turtles (Chelydra and Podocnemis), and two mammals
(Homo and Mus). A list of sampled species, vouchers, and GenBank
accession numbers is provided in Appendix A.

2.2. Molecular sampling

We obtained DNA sequence data from 25 protein-encoding nu-
clear loci. Some sequence data were used in our previous studies
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on snakes (Wiens et al., 2008), iguanians (Townsend et al., 2011),
and other squamates (Wiens et al., 2010); a total of 844 new se-
quences were generated for this study (�20–30 new taxa per lo-
cus). Most loci were selected based on the protocol described by
Townsend et al. (2008). This method allowed selection of gene re-
gions that were: (1) single copy; (2) contained within a single
exon; (3) short enough to amplify and sequence with a single pair
of primers (�500–1000 bp); and (4) variable enough to be informa-
tive among squamate families. Two additional loci were selected
and sequenced based on their use in previous studies (RAG-1,
Townsend et al., 2004; R35, Vidal and Hedges, 2005).

To represent the mitochondrial genome, we used the protein-
encoding gene NADH dehydrogenase subunit 2 (ND2), which is
widely used in squamate phylogenetics (e.g., Macey et al., 2000;
Townsend et al., 2004; Schulte and Moreno-Roark, 2010). Se-
quences were taken primarily from Townsend et al. (2004) as well
as various other sources from GenBank. A few new ND2 sequences
were also generated (all sources listed in Appendix A). We used
only the portions of the sequences encoding the protein ND2 (i.e.,
tRNAs were not used because they are very short and difficult to
align for the taxa in this study).

For all samples, standard methods of DNA extraction, amplifica-
tion, and sequencing were used. Primers for nuclear loci are listed
in Appendix B. Sequence data were generated in the labs of J.W.S.,
T.W.R., and J.J.W. All sequences for a given gene were generated in
the same lab, and the same individual was generally used for a gi-
ven species across labs. Nucleotides for each gene were aligned by
eye in MacClade (version 4.08; Maddison and Maddison, 2005)
using amino acid translations.

Preliminary parsimony analyses were conducted for each gene
to detect possible contamination and other lab errors. When two
species were identical or nearly identical, the gene was re-
sequenced for one or both taxa. However, sequences were not
excluded merely because they conflicted with previous taxonomy
or with phylogenies from other genes.

Some individuals were difficult to amplify and/or sequence for
some loci. When this occurred, we designed new primers. How-
ever, we were still unable to amplify some loci for some taxa,

and these were coded as missing (‘‘?’’) in the combined analyses.
The 25 genes ranged in completeness from 71% to 100%
(mean = 91%; Table 1). Both simulation and empirical studies sug-
gest that even extensive missing data need not prevent taxa from
being accurately placed in phylogenetic analyses, especially if the
overall number of characters is large (e.g., Wiens, 2003; Driskell
et al., 2004; Philippe et al., 2004; Wiens et al., 2005; Wiens and
Moen, 2008; Wiens and Morrill, 2011). Furthermore, limited anal-
yses suggest that branch-length estimation need not be adversely
affected by missing data, especially if rate heterogeneity among
genes is accounted for by partitions (Wiens and Morrill, 2011).

2.3. Phylogenetic analyses

Phylogenetic analyses were conducted on the entire 25-locus
data set using maximum parsimony (MP) with PAUP� (v4.0b10;
Swofford, 2002), maximum likelihood (ML) with RAxML (v7.0.4;
Stamatakis et al., 2008), and Bayesian inference using MrBayes
(v3.1.2; Huelsenbeck and Ronquist, 2001). Parsimony analyses
were conducted using the heuristic search option, with 100
random taxon-addition sequence replicates, tree-bisection-
reconnection branch swapping, and no limit on the number of
shortest trees retained. Gaps (i.e., indels) were treated as missing
data for all three methods. Non-parametric bootstrap analyses
were conducted with 1000 pseudoreplicates using the same
heuristic search options but with 25 random, stepwise-addition
replicates per bootstrap replicate. Nodes with bootstrap values
P70% were considered strongly supported (Hillis and Bull, 1993;
but see their caveats).

For the Bayesian analyses, MrModeltest (v2.3; Nylander, 2004)
was used to estimate the best-fit model for each partition, using
the Akaike Information Criteria (Posada and Buckley, 2004). We
tested each gene separately, and each codon position within each
gene (Table 1). Bayesian analyses were conducted with three par-
titioning strategies, and Bayes factors (BF; Kass and Raftery, 1995)
were used to select the optimal partitioning strategy. Comparison
between Bayes factors was evaluated as: 2ln (BF12), where BF12

represents the difference between the estimated mean marginal

Table 1
Number of taxa, characters, and best-fitting model of evolution for each locus and codon position.

No. Taxa (73) Characters (19,020) Model

Locus Missing Included Total Parsimony informative Constant Locus Position 1 Position 2 Position 3

1 NTF3 2 71 516 311 158 GTR+I+C GTR+C GTR+C GTR+C
2 SLC30A1 2 71 555 320 209 GTR+I+C HKY+I+C GTR+I+C GTR+I+C
3 FSHR 3 70 753 345 345 GTR+I+C GTR+I+C GTR+I+C GTR+I+C
4 ZEB2 0 73 885 326 485 HKY+I+C GTR+I+C GTR+I+C HKY+I+C
5 MKL1 5 68 1047 621 317 GTR+I+C GTR+I+C GTR+I+C GTR+I+C
6 TRAF6 0 73 651 379 217 SYM+I+C HKY+I+C GTR+I+C SYM+I+C
7 PNN 7 66 1161 666 353 GTR+I+C GTR+C GTR+C GTR+I+C
8 AHR 20 53 489 300 120 GTR+I+C HKY+C GTR+C HKY+I+C
9 ECEL1 4 69 582 331 189 GTR+I+C GTR+C SYM+I+C GTR+C

10 GPR37 13 60 507 219 279 GTR+I+C GTR+C GTR+I+C GTR+I+C
11 PTGER4 10 63 468 201 240 HKY+I+C SYM+I+C GTR+I+C GTR+I+C
12 NGFB 3 70 591 363 158 GTR+I+C GTR+I+C GTR+I+C GTR+C
13 PTPN 16 57 690 479 143 HKY+I+C SYM+I+C GTR+I+C GTR+C
14 ADNP 9 64 804 371 358 HKY+I+C K80+I+C GTR+C HKY+I+C
15 BDNF 0 73 684 240 402 GTR+I+C GTR+C HKY+I+C GTR+I+C
16 BMP2 10 63 642 307 283 GTR+I+C GTR+I+C HKY+I+C GTR+C
17 DNAH3 4 69 663 326 298 GTR+I+C GTR+I+C GTR+I+C GTR+I+C
18 FSTL5 6 67 621 275 274 HKY+I+C HKY+C GTR+I+C GTR+I+C
19 RAG1 4 69 999 477 447 GTR+I+C GTR+I+C GTR+I+C GTR+I+C
20 ZFP36L1 3 70 618 243 318 GTR+I+C GTR+I+C HKY+I+C GTR+C
21 AKAP9 21 52 1461 963 298 GTR+I+C GTR+I+C GTR+I+C GTR+I+C
22 SLC8A1 0 73 996 392 556 SYM+I+C HKY+I+C GTR+I+C GTR+I+C
23 SLC8A3 4 69 1101 471 562 SYM+I+C GTR+I+C GTR+I+C GTR+I+C
24 VCPIP1 5 68 801 333 428 SYM+I+C GTR+I+C GTR+I+C GTR+C
25 R35 2 71 735 521 160 GTR+I+C SYM+I+C GTR+I+C GTR+I+C
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likelihoods of the two partitioning strategies (from the harmonic
mean of the log likelihoods of the post-burn-in trees from each
analysis, see below). A difference in Bayes factors >10 was consid-
ered to significantly support the alternative strategy (e.g., Kass and
Raftery, 1995; Nylander et al., 2004; Brandley et al., 2005). The first
partitioning strategy consisted of a separate partition for each co-
don position across all genes (three partitions total), the second
consisted of one partition per gene (25 partitions total), and the
third consisted of a partition for each codon position for each gene
(75 partitions). Each Bayesian analysis was initially run twice for
10 � 106 generations, saving trees every 1000 generations, with
four chains (default temperatures), and model parameters un-
linked between partitions. Convergence of runs was determined
by comparing the average standard deviation of split frequencies
(ASDSF) in MrBayes and by plotting log likelihoods (lnL) against
number of generations in Tracer (v1.4; Rambaut and Drummond,
2007). Trees generated prior to reaching convergence were dis-
carded as burn-in. The best-fitting partitioning strategy (75 parti-
tions) was subsequently run in MrBayes for 80 � 106 generations
(with other settings as before). Estimated posterior probabilities
(Pp) for each clade were taken from a 50% all-compatible, major-
ity-rule consensus of post-burn-in trees. Clades with Pp P 0.95
were considered strongly supported (e.g., Alfaro et al., 2003; Huel-
senbeck and Rannala, 2004).

For the ML analysis, we used the rapid hill-climbing algorithm
in RAxML (VI-HPC 7.0.4; Stamatakis et al., 2008) and the GTR+I+C
model option for 100 inferences to determine the optimal likeli-
hood tree with 75 partitions (see above). The GTR model is the only
substitution model implemented in RAxML, and our model-testing
analyses suggest that this model has the best fit for the majority of
genes and partitions (Table 1). We used the standard 25 discrete
GAMMA rate categories. A bootstrap analysis was conducted with
1000 replicates, and clades with support P70% were considered
strongly supported (e.g., Wilcox et al., 2002).

2.4. Calibrating divergence times

We first estimated clade ages for both methods using all 25 loci
and 14 fossil calibration points. We used the oldest known fossil
taxon confidently placed within the crown group of a clade to
establish a minimum age for the most recent common ancestor
of that clade. Some fossil taxa are assigned to modern families or
other clades but cannot be confidently assigned to the modern
crown group; in these cases, we used that fossil taxon to determine
the minimum age of the stem group for the clade instead (i.e., the
node immediately below the crown group). Fossil taxa were used
that could be confidently assigned to clades based on recent phy-
logenetic analyses (e.g., Conrad, 2008; Wiens et al., 2010), and fol-
lowing proposed taxonomy in the Paleobiology Database (PBDB:
http://paleodb.org). We used the most recent, comprehensive
assessment of ages for geological strata to obtain dates for each
fossil used (Gradstein et al., 2004) or the PBDB for strata not listed
in Gradstein et al. (2004). We used the minimum age of the stra-
tum as a minimum calibration age for the crown group of the rel-
evant clade. When error terms were given for a stratum, we used
the minimum age minus the error.

To find calibration constraints within squamates, we performed
a thorough review of the paleontological literature, starting with
fossil calibrations used in previous dating analyses (e.g., Vidal
and Hedges, 2005; Wiens et al., 2006; Hugall et al., 2007). Because
these studies used different dating methods, taxon sampling, and
criteria for assigning calibrations points, only three calibration
points within Squamata were shared between these studies and
ours (Table 2).

The age of a given fossil can be used to set the minimum age of a
given clade (Drummond et al., 2006), but determining the maxi-
mum age of a clade is more difficult, because a clade may be older
than the earliest known fossil (e.g., Benton and Donoghue, 2006).
However, previous studies have determined minimum and

Table 2
Fossil calibration points used for estimating dates of divergence (nodes in Fig. 1). For BEAST-mix, nodes with a range of minimum and maximum ages were implemented with
normal priors, whereas those with minimum-only constraints were implemented with lognormal priors. Dates for stages are from Gradstein et al. (2004). See Appendix C for
detailed description of each calibration point. HPrD = Highest Prior Densities calculated in BEAUTi for use in BEAST.

Node
Fig. 1

Date (Myr) 95% HPrD (median,
upper and lower
limits)

Fossil calibration Age (period/stage) Reference and comments

1 312.3–330.4 321.3 (313.7–328.9) Reptile–mammal split Late Carboniferous Benton and Donoghue (2006)
2 255.9–299.8 277.8 (259.4–296.2) Lepidosauria–Archosauria Permian Donoghue and Benton (2007) and Benton et al.

(2009)
3 222.8 (min) 223.4 (222.9–225.9) Oldest rhynchocephalian Triassic Sues and Olsen (1990) and Evans (2003)
4 239–250.4 244.7 (239.9–249.5) Bird–crocodile Triassic Benton et al. (2009)
5 54 (min) 54.51 (54.1–57.1) Gekkotan Yantarogekko Lower Eocene Bauer et al. (2005)
6 65.2 (min) 65.81 (65.3–68.3) Konkasaurus Maastrichtian (Late

Cretaceous)
Krause et al. (2003)

7 70.0 (min) 70.61 (70.1–73.1) Chamops, Haptosphenus,
Letpochamops,
Meniscognathus

Campanian (Late Cretaceous) Estes (1964), Bryant (1989) and Denton and
O’Neill (1995)

8 111 (min) 111.5 (111.1–114.1) Hodzhakulia Aptian–Albian (Early
Cretaceous)

Evans (2003) and Wiens et al. (2006)a

9 92.7 (min) 93.31 (92.8–95.8) Coniophis Cenomanian (Late Cretaceous) Marsh (1892)
10 70.0 (min) 70.61 (70.1–73.1) Palaeosaniwa, Telmasaurus

Cherminotus
Campanian (Late Cretaceous) Bryant (1989), Borsuk-Bialynicka (1984) and

Gao and Norell (2000)
11 70.0 (min) 70.61 (70.1–73.1) Odaxosaurus Campanian (Late Cretaceous) Bryant (1989), Wiens et al. (2006)a, Hugall

et al. (2007) and Conrad (2008)
12 70.0 (min) 70.61 (70.1–73.1) Priscagamines, iguanines,

and Isodontosaurus (see
text)

Campanian–Maastrichtian
(Late Cretaceous)

Gao and Norell (2000) and Conrad (2008)

13 99.6 (min) 100.2 (99.7–102.7) Primaderma Albian–Cenomanian (Late
Cretaceous)

Nydam (2000), Vidal and Hedges (2005)a,
Wiens et al. (2006)a, Hugall et al. (2007)a and
Conrad (2008)

14 70.0 (min) 70.61 (70.1–73.1) Contogenys, Sauriscus Campanian (Late Cretaceous) Estes (1969), Bryant (1989)

a Previous studies that used these fossil calibrations, though exact dates chosen varied (see text).
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maximum age constraints for three of the outgroup clades used
here (e.g., Müller and Reisz, 2005; Benton and Donoghue, 2006;
Benton et al., 2009). In total, we utilized 10 minimum age
constraints within Squamata, including nearly every major
clade (e.g., Evans, 2003), and four among the outgroup taxa (three
minimum–maximum, one minimum only; Table 2). We provide
full details and justification for each calibration point, and discuss
differences in calibration choices between previous studies and
ours, in Appendix C.

2.4.1. Evaluating dating methods
Our comparisons of dating methods focused on the ages of se-

ven ‘‘focal’’ nodes that were recovered in all of our phylogenetic
analyses (labeled A–G; Fig. 1). However, we also explored the dif-
ferences between methods across all nodes, to see if the observed
effects were consistent throughout the tree. We first estimated
ages using the entire data set (25-locus) with the ML topology in
r8s-PL and BEAST. The program r8s requires an input tree with
branch lengths, whereas BEAST can estimate phylogeny and diver-
gence dates simultaneously. However, to be consistent, we used

the optimal topology from our ML analysis as the input tree for
both methods (note that any potential uncertainty in topology
should have little impact on estimated ages, given the strong sup-
port for most nodes; see Section 3).

For the subsampling analyses, a random number generator
(http://www.random.org/) was used to select a set of loci for each
replicate (or ‘‘pseudoreplicate’’). Loci were sampled without
replacement, such that no locus was represented twice in a given
data set. Ten replicate data sets were generated for each level of
sampling (2, 5, 10, 15, and 20 loci). Loci were then concatenated,
and each data set was analyzed in r8s-PL and BEAST as described
below. In theory, we could have included analyses based on a sin-
gle locus, but this would have been potentially problematic given
the short length of some sequences (�500 bp) and because we
were missing data for some loci for all members of a particular
clade (e.g., Dibamidae; Table 1). Although it may seem problematic
that we only used 10 replicates for each level of sampling, the
BEAST analyses were extremely computationally intensive, with
many replicates each requiring >14 days on a supercomputer
(see below).

Fig. 1. Maximum likelihood phylogram for squamate reptiles based on 25 nuclear loci (19,020 bp). Bootstrap values are shown only for nodes that received values less than
100%. Nodes with numbered circles (1–14) represent those with calibrations based on fossil data (see Table 2). Square nodes with letters (A–G) indicate focal nodes for
comparison of estimated divergence dates in the subsampling analyses. The terminal ‘‘Gymn.’’ identifies the clade Gymnophthalmidae.
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Data sets ranged in size based on the number of loci from 1137
to 1932 bp, mean = 1449.3 bp (2-locus); 3075–4731, 3763.8
(5-locus); 6375–8595, 7597.8 (10-locus); 11,052–12,561, 11626.2
(15-locus); and 14,157–16,167, 15126.3 (20-locus). The loci in
each data set and size of each are given in Appendix D.

2.4.2. Mitochondrial data
We obtained published sequences of ND2 for 51 of the 73 spe-

cies in the nuclear data set, generated new ND2 data for six species,
used closely related species in GenBank for 15, and we were unable
to obtain suitable data or a replacement for one taxon (see below).
For 10 of these replacements, we used mtDNA data from the same
genus but a different species, relative to the nuclear data set. For
the five others, we used closely related genera, as determined from
previous phylogenetic studies (Pelomedusa for Podocnemis, Krenz
et al., 2005; Python–Aspidites, Wiens et al., 2008; Sphaerodacty-
lus–Gonatodes, Gamble et al., 2008; Leposoma–Colobosaurus, Castoe
et al., 2004; and Chalcides–Amphiglossus, Brandley et al., 2005). For
Callopistes, we were unable to obtain a suitable representative for
ND2, and this taxon was excluded in the ND2 data set. In total, se-
quences for 66 taxa were downloaded from GenBank and we col-
lected new data for six (see Appendix A). The use of these
alternative taxa should have little impact on branch length esti-
mates at these higher taxonomic levels, and it allowed us to use
the same calibration points as for the nuclear data. The ND2 align-
ment is 1044 bp in length, with 878 parsimony-informative char-
acters. Overall, the sampling of characters and taxa was similar
between the ND2 and 2-locus data sets, even though ND2 was con-
siderably more variable.

2.4.3. Estimating divergence dates in r8s
We used cross-validation to find the best smoothing factor for

our entire data set (25-locus) and for each replicate data set (locus
subsampling) using the optimal ML inferred topology. For each
data set, we started the cross-validation process with a log10 value
of -1, increasing by increments of 0.1, with 100 estimates total.
Then, we fine-tuned the smoothing values by selecting the optimal
value (lowest Chi-square value) based on the 0.1 increments and
performed additional cross-validation within the local range of
the first optimal value using 100 increments of 0.01 each, until
the lowest Chi-square value was obtained, yielding the final opti-
mal smoothing value.

We used the penalized likelihood method in r8s, using the trun-
cated Newton algorithm and the additive penalty function. We also
tested the logarithmic penalty function on the 25-locus data set.
However, the additive function is thought to be more appropriate
when root nodes are calibrated (Sanderson, 2002); therefore, we
used the additive function for the iterations of varying numbers
of loci. Both methods gave very similar age estimates for our data
(see Section 3), suggesting that use of the additive vs. logarithmic
function should have little impact on our conclusions.

Pruning the farthest outgroup prior to analyses is recom-
mended, because of the problem of where to distribute the branch
lengths between the root and remaining taxa (Sanderson, 2004).
However, to avoid discarding our oldest calibration (mammal–
reptile), which would compromise comparisons with the BEAST re-
sults, we included the mammal–reptile node and distributed the
branch lengths using mid-point rooting in FigTree (v1.2.3, Ram-
baut, 2009). Preliminary analyses with the root outgroup removed
(and consequently the mammal–reptile calibration removed) esti-
mated dates even older than with them included (suggesting that
the older age estimates from r8s-PL relative to BEAST are not an
artifact of including the root in r8s-PL; see Section 3). Therefore,
we ran our 25-locus data set in r8s-PL with our optimal ML topol-
ogy, with all 14 calibration points (calibrations 1–2, 4 with mini-

mum and maximum values, and calibrations 3 and 5–14 with
minimum values only; see Table 2).

To approximate bootstrap confidence intervals on dates for the
seven nodes in the 25-locus data set, we created 1000 bootstrap
replicates of the 25-locus data set using ‘seqboot’ in Phylip
(v3.68; Felsenstein, 2004), and estimated branch lengths for each
bootstrap-replicated data set on the optimal ML topology using
RAxML. We determined the smoothing factor for each tree (using
cross-validation, see above), and estimated confidence intervals
for each node using the r8s bootstrap kit (Eriksson, 2007), with cor-
rections suggested by Burbrink and Pyron (2008), and reported re-
sults of the approximate bootstrap confidence quadratic (ABCq)
method.

All subsampling analyses, as well as the separate mtDNA anal-
ysis, were done with branch lengths estimated in RAxML using
the GTR+I+C model, partitioned by codon separately for each locus.
In four of the subsampled data sets (three of the 2-locus, and one of
the 5-locus), a zero-length branch was estimated for one of the
calibration nodes (either node 2 or 12), and these nodes were ex-
cluded from those four replicates. Also, in three cases for the
2-locus data sets, 1–3 taxa lacked data for both sampled loci and
were excluded from those analyses (see Appendix D for details
on both of these exceptions). Although confidence intervals for
each node for each subsampling replicate might be useful in the-
ory, these would have been very difficult to estimate (e.g., each
of the 10 replicates would each require 100 replicates).

2.4.4. Estimating divergence dates in BEAST
For all analyses in BEAST we used the same fixed topology (ML)

used in r8s-PL. Each codon position in each gene was assigned a
separate partition, based on the results of the comparisons of par-
titioning strategies described above. We used the GTR+I+C model
for all partitions for the entire data set and each subsampling anal-
ysis, as this model was selected for most partitions in our phyloge-
netic analyses (Table 1). We used the uncorrelated lognormal
relaxed-clock method with a Yule speciation process for all analy-
ses. For three calibration nodes for which we had minimum and
maximum values (nodes 1–2 and 4; Fig. 1), we used a normal prior
with a mean value at the midpoint between the minimum and
maximum values (node 1 = 321.3, node 2 = 277.8, node
4 = 244.7). We also chose standard deviation (stdev) values such
that the upper and lower limits of the 95% HPrD (Highest Prior
Densities) intervals correspond to the minimum and maximum
estimated ages based on the fossil record (Table 2; i.e., node 1
stdev = 4.64; node 2 = 11.2; node 4 = 2.9). For all other nodes (min-
imum values only) we used the lognormal prior, set the mean to
1.0, stdev to 1.0, and used offset values equal to the minimum cal-
ibration ages (i.e., for Calibration 3, offset = 222.8; see Table 2 for
HPrD values). We acknowledge that this value for the mean is arbi-
trary and somewhat low, such that the range of HPrD values are
relatively narrow, but we note that the HPrD is only for the prior
and does not necessarily determine the final estimated dates. In
theory, narrower HPrDs may contribute to age estimates from
BEAST analyses being younger than those from r8s-PL (see Sec-
tion 3), but this does not appear to explain the differences in
robustness of these methods to sampling few loci (based on an
analysis using different types of calibration priors, see below). Be-
cause we employed two types of calibration priors in these analy-
ses (minimum and minimum + maximum), we refer to analyses
run with the above calibration scheme as ‘‘BEAST-mix.’’

We also tested whether the differences in estimated ages that
we observed between r8s-PL and BEAST-mix (see Section 3) might
be related to how these methods treat fossil calibration points. We
performed an analysis of our 25-locus data set using uniform dis-
tribution priors on all calibrations in BEAST (referred to as the
‘‘BEAST-uniform’’ analysis hereafter), using the same minimum
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age for each clade used in r8s-PL. The uniform prior is similar to the
calibration method implemented in r8s. For the BEAST-uniform
analyses, we set a maximum value (222.7, min. age for Lepidosau-
ria) for all nodes within Squamata to avoid incompatible estimates
(i.e., when maximum values were set to infinity, the program
unexpectedly quit, seemingly because estimates for shallow clades
were sometimes older than calibrations for deeper clades). Addi-
tionally, we ran the BEAST-uniform calibration scheme on all 10
of the 2-locus data sets to see if the results would be similar to
those from the BEAST-mix analyses or instead show greater vari-
ability in estimated dates with a smaller number of loci (similar
to r8s-PL).

We also ran BEAST without our sequence data in order to sam-
ple only the prior distribution (referred to as the ‘‘BEAST-prior’’
analysis hereafter). This was performed using the BEAST-mix cali-
bration scheme to determine if the calibration priors alone deter-
mined the estimated dates, or if the estimates are strongly
influenced by the sequence data (e.g., Drummond et al., 2006). Esti-
mates from the BEAST-prior analysis were markedly different from
those with sequence data (Appendix E), especially for nodes other
than the 14 calibration nodes. As expected, point estimates on fos-
sil-calibrated nodes (1–14) were much closer (range of absolute
values for differences between the estimates for these nodes is
0.1–19.3; mean = 5.1 Mya) than those from nodes lacking fossil
calibration priors (range = 0.6–56.1; mean = 15.8 Mya). Overall,
these analyses indicate that our BEAST results are determined by
the combination of the sequence data and the priors, and not by
the priors alone (see Section 3 for a comparison of the width of
the 95% Highest Posterior Densities [HPDs] for estimates with
and without sequence data).

For BEAST analyses of the 25-locus data set, we aimed to
achieve ESS (effective sample size) values >200 for the estimated
ages for the seven focal nodes (A–G). However, we were not able
to achieve these desired values, even after using several strategies.
These strategies included (a) changing the number of partitions (3
vs. 75), (b) runs ranging from 100 to 300 � 106 generations (sam-
pling every 1000–10,000 generations), and (c) combining six anal-
yses (each run for 500 � 106 generations sampling every 10,000),
and one analysis run for 1 � 109 (1 billion) generations, sampling

every 100,000 (more frequent sampling produced file sizes >1 GB
that were not readable in Tracer). We found that overall posterior
values for some runs (of the same date file) reached stationarity by
20 � 106 generations, whereas others took nearly 450 � 106 gener-
ations, and some runs appeared to reach stationarity but never
achieved overall posterior scores (e.g., �303,355) equivalent to
other runs with better posterior scores. Therefore, we used Log-
Combiner (in BEAST) to combine analyses utilizing the same parti-
tioning strategy (75 partitions) that reached similar overall
posterior values (�303,272 to �303,281), to obtain the highest
ESS values possible for the ages of the focal nodes (A–G). In the
end, we combined six runs (100 � 106, 200 � 106, 300 � 106, 2 at
500 � 106, and 1 at 1 � 109) with a post-burn-in (separately for
each run) log file with 675 � 106 states. We report these values
and associated dates as our best estimates for BEAST and for com-
parison with the subsampling analyses. Although some readers
might be concerned that we did not achieve the desired ESS values
with 25 loci, our results show that our 10 replicates of 2- and 5-loci
(which all achieved ESS values >200) each yielded similar esti-
mated ages for all focal nodes as the replicates with 10-, 15-, 20-,
and 25-loci (which had ESS values <200). This strongly suggests
that the 25-locus estimates are indeed stable, despite failing the
ESS ‘‘rule of thumb’’ suggested by Drummond et al. (2006).

For the subsampling analyses, we again used the optimal ML
topology as a constraint and used the BEAST-mix calibration ap-
proach. Most analyses were run for 100 � 106 generations, sam-
pling every 1000 generations. This was sufficient to obtain ESS
values >200 for ages for nodes A–G for ND2, 2-locus, and some
5-locus runs. However, for the other 5-locus and all 10-, 15-, and
20-locus data sets, we ran analyses for 500 � 106 generations, sam-
pling every 10,000 generations. The ESS values for estimates on
nodes A–G ranged from 328 to 1690 (mean = 702) for the 2-locus
analyses, but ranged from 100 to 448 (mean = 173) for the 5-locus
analyses, and became progressively lower as more loci were added
(see results from 25-locus analyses, Table 4).

The ESS values improved for the 5-locus analyses when we in-
creased the number of generations to 500 million. Therefore, ESS
values greater than 200 might be possible for all analyses if it were
feasible to run them for more generations. However, as explained

Table 4
Clade ages estimated by BEAST-mix for the seven focal nodes, including estimates for all 25 loci (including effective sample size, ESS, and lower and upper 95% credibility
intervals, LCI and UCI), mean estimates from subsampling experiments, mean absolute value of differences from 25-locus estimates in parentheses, and estimated values from a
single mitochondrial gene (ND2). The overall posterior value and log likelihood (�lnL) scores are shown on the bottom rows for the 25 loci and ND2, ESS values for 25 loci.

Node: 25-Locus ESS LCI UCI 2-Locus 5-Locus 10-Locus 15-Locus 20-Locus ND2

A 180.0 82.3 160.2 197.9 181.8 (3.8) 181.1 (1.8) 180.9 (2.5) 180.4 (1.8) 181.0 (1.6) 175.9
B 173.4 83.4 154.4 190.5 173.3 (2.9) 174.1 (2.3) 174.7 (1.6) 174.5 (1.6) 174.3 (1.5) 171.3
C 162.8 68.1 145.4 179.9 162.5 (3.4) 164.4 (2.1) 163.7 (1.6) 163.4 (1.3) 163.5 (1.3) 165.1
D 149.1 64.7 135.3 164.6 149.5 (3.5) 149.8 (2.2) 149.7 (1.4) 149.7 (1.4) 149.5 (1.4) 158.6
E 123.3 56.8 92.1 155.0 118.8 (7.9) 122.4 (5.1) 121.4 (5.1) 124.7 (3.3) 122.4 (3.7) 117.2
F 135.0 86.9 120.3 150.2 137.0 (3.9) 135.4 (2.4) 135.5 (1.8) 135.7 (1.5) 135.4 (1.1) 139.7
G 140.8 63.8 127.0 156.5 141.9 (3.7) 140.7 (2.0) 141.5 (1.5) 141.4 (1.4) 140.9 (1.3) 155.8
Posterior �303275.3 308.9 – – – – – – – �51531.5
�lnL �303329.5 24649.9 – – – – – – – 799.9

Table 3
Clade ages estimated by r8s-PL for the seven focal nodes, including estimates for all 25 loci (including lower and upper 95% bootstrap confidence intervals, LCI and UCI), mean
estimates from subsampling experiments, mean absolute value of differences from 25-locus estimates in parentheses, and estimated values from a single mitochondrial gene
(ND2).

Node: 25-Locus LCI UCI 2-Locus 5-Locus 10-Locus 15-Locus 20-Locus ND2

A 191.8 186.38 194.2 195.2 (12.6) 191.4 (6.6) 194.3 (3.6) 192.5 (2.5) 192.0 (2.0) 264.6
B 189.5 183.7 191.6 193.9 (11.6) 190.0 (6.7) 192.0 (3.6) 190.5 (4.1) 189.6 (2.0) –
C 184.6 179.1 186.8 186.4 (11.1) 184.8 (5.8) 186.9 (3.1) 185.5 (2.2) 185.0 (1.8) 262.7
D 174.0 169.8 176.6 176.8 (11.1) 173.0 (5.4) 176.2 (2.7) 174.6 (1.9) 174.3 (1.4) 261.6
E 167.9 161.2 171.9 167.7 (9.3) 168.8 (5.6) 169.8 (3.4) 168.9 (2.5) 168.4 (1.8) 243.3
F 163.9 159.0 167.5 169.0 (11.9) 162.4 (7.3) 165.9 (2.3) 164.6 (1.7) 163.9 (1.3) 239.7
G 169.8 165.8 172.3 169.3 (8.6) 168.3 (5.2) 172.0 (3.0) 170.3 (1.9) 170.1 (1.3) –
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above, we ran one analysis of the 25-locus data set for 1 billion
generations, which exceeded our allowed time on the supercom-
puter, and still did not achieve ESS values > 200.

2.5. Autocorrelation of rates

Recent simulations (Battistuzzi et al., 2010) suggest that the rel-
ative accuracy of dating methods for a given data set may hinge on
whether the underlying rates of molecular evolution are phyloge-
netically autocorrelated (assumed by r8s and MultiDivTime) or
uncorrelated (BEAST). We assessed autocorrelation in our 25-locus
data set using two methods. First, we used BEAST and examined

the covariance statistic in Tracer (Drummond et al., 2006). If the
95% HPD for the covariance statistic contains zero, then there is
no evidence for autocorrelation. However, this method has been
criticized for its lack of power to detect autocorrelation in simula-
tions (Battistuzzi et al., 2010). Therefore, we also assessed autocor-
relation by comparing the natural logs of Bayes factors (lnBF),
estimated using thermodynamic integration between the default
‘‘deconstrained’’ model and both ‘‘lognormal’’ (autocorrelated)
and ‘‘uncorrelated gamma’’ clock models (Lepage et al., 2007), with
the number of integration steps (K) = 10,000, saving every 10
points. These latter analyses were conducted in PhyloBayes
(v3.2e, Lartillot et al., 2009).

Fig. 2. Chronogram for squamate reptiles estimated by r8s-PL based on 25 nuclear loci (scale on x-axis in Mya). Scale bars around nodes (identified in Fig. 1) indicate the 95%
ABCq upper and lower bootstrap confidence intervals (values are listed in Table 3). Inset shows types of calibrations used for particular nodes; probabilities increase along
y-axes and ages decrease on x-axes. The minimum–maximum calibration estimates have a uniform probability for any age between the minimum and maximum calibration
points, and the minimum only calibration estimates have uniform probability for any age between the minimum and the next calibration deeper in the tree (similar to the
‘‘uniform’’ prior in BEAST).
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2.6. Computational hardware

Analyses using PAUP� and r8s-PL were conducted on standard
MAC OSX desktop computers. MrBayes and RAxML analyses were
conducted on the BYU Life Sciences Computational Cluster, which
consists of 68 nodes running Debian Linux, each node with two In-
tel Xeon quad core processors (E5345) at 2.33 GHz with 16 GB of
RAM, a 250 GB hard drive and Mellanox 4x Infiniband card provid-
ing 20 Gb connectivity between nodes. BEAST analyses were run in
the Fulton Supercomputing Lab (BYU) on marylou5, a Linux cluster
of 320 nodes (2560 CPUs, 7680 GB total memory). BEAST analyses
were run using eight processors per node and took on average from

8 to 10 days, and the maximum (1 � 109 generations) taking
26 days, exceeding the default time allowed by 10 days.

3. Results

3.1. Phylogenetic analyses

The phylogenies estimated for all 25 loci (19,020 bp; 9780 par-
simony-informative characters) from the ML (Fig. 1), MP, and
Bayesian analyses are generally similar to each other (Supplemen-
tary materials, Figs. S1 and S2, respectively). These phylogenies are

Fig. 3. Chronogram for squamate reptiles estimated by BEAST-mix based on 25 nuclear loci (scale on x-axis in Mya). Scale bars around nodes indicate the 95% credibility
intervals (values for nodes A–G are listed in Table 4). Inset shows types of calibrations used for particular nodes; probabilities increase along y-axes and ages decrease on
x-axes. The normal prior for clade age was used for clades with both minimum and maximum calibration ages, and has the highest probability around the midpoint between
the minimum and maximum. The lognormal distribution on the prior for clade ages is used for clades with a minimum calibration point, and has the highest probability close
to the minimum age.
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also similar to those from other recent molecular analyses of high-
er-level squamate relationships (e.g., Townsend et al., 2004; Vidal
and Hedges, 2005; Wiens et al., 2010). All of our analyses placed
Dibamidae as sister to all other squamates, with moderate to
strong support (MP and ML bootstrap = 98% and 72%, respectively;
Bayesian Pp = 0.93). Although all of our analyses found Toxicofera
(Anguimorpha, Iguania, Serpentes) to be well supported, relation-
ships among the three major clades within this group were not.
Relationships within Toxicofera varied among methods, with ((Igu-
ania + Serpentes) Anguimorpha) supported in our MP analysis and
((Iguania + Anguimorpha) Serpentes) supported in our ML and
Bayesian analyses. The only other differences between analyses
(MP, Bayesian, and ML) within Squamata involved relationships
within Scincidae. The MP tree shares 65 of 70 nodes with the ML
and Bayesian trees (normalized consensus fork index = 0.929; sym-
metric-difference distances = 10) whereas the ML and Bayesian
trees share 67 of 70 nodes (normalized consensus fork in-
dex = 0.957; symmetric-difference distance = 6).

3.2. Estimating dates of divergence

Clade ages based on 25 loci in r8s-PL (Fig. 2; Table 3) and
BEAST-mix (Fig. 3; Table 4) are generally similar to those in other
studies (e.g., Vidal and Hedges, 2005; Wiens et al., 2006; Hugall
et al., 2007; see Table 5 for explicit comparisons). However, nodes
A–G are consistently estimated as older by r8s-PL relative to
BEAST-mix (11.8–44.6 Myr older, mean 25.3 Myr; Fig. 4; Tables 3
and 4). This trend is generally consistent across the tree, but varies
across different clades (Figs. 5 and 6). Although estimates from r8s-
PL are much older for some nodes deeper in the tree (e.g., Lepidosa-
uria) and at the tips (e.g., Gekko–Phelsuma), this varies somewhat
from group to group (e.g., estimates are nearly the same within
snakes, but markedly different within other clades such as geckos,
scincids, and iguanians; Fig. 5). Results from r8s-PL with the loga-
rithmic penalty function are not significantly different from those
with the additive function (mean difference = 1.4 Myr, d.f. = 69,
t-value is 1.686, and P = 0.096; Supplementary materials Fig. S3).

3.3. Autocorrelation of rates

Analyses using BEAST-mix and PhyloBayes both suggest that
rates are uncorrelated and not autocorrelated, respectively, indi-
cating that the model assumed by BEAST-mix may fit these data
better than the model assumed by r8s-PL. The 95% HPD values
for the covariance statistic on our combined log file for BEAST-
mix contained zero (mean = �0.0211; HPD lower = �0.149,
upper = 0.1142; ESS = 214.588), suggesting a lack of autocorrela-
tion among rates (Drummond et al., 2006). Further, analyses using
PhyloBayes for the lognormal (autocorrelated) model gives
lnBF = 7.3982 (interval = �10.9694 to 8.84922) and for the
uncorrelated gamma model lnBF = 10.1284 (interval = 9.92258–
13.0388). The lognormal interval contains negative values, indicat-

ing that it often performed worse than the unconstrained model
(Lepage et al., 2007).

3.4. Comparison of dating methods

The subsampling analyses revealed interesting differences be-
tween dating methods (Fig. 4). First, estimates from r8s-PL sam-
pling a limited number of loci are somewhat less consistent with
those from 25 loci. With 2 and 5 loci, estimates from r8s-PL for
the seven focal nodes differed from the 25-locus estimates by as
much as �29 Myr (2-locus: mean = 11.0 [range of absolute val-
ues = 0.8–28.9]; 5-locus: mean = 6.1 [0.03–13.5]). Estimates based
on 2-locus, 5-locus, and 10-locus data sets are frequently outside
the 95% confidence interval of dates estimated from the 25-locus
data set (Fig. 4), with 60 of 66 estimates (90.1%) outside the 95%
interval with 2 loci (adding the absolute differences across all 10
replicates and seven nodes, minus four nodes with zero-length
branches in some replicates), 45 of 69 for 5 loci (65.2%), 30 of 69
for 10 loci (43.5%), 13 of 70 for 15 loci (18.6%), and 6 of 70 for 20
loci (8.6%). Differences (absolute values) between estimates from
the subsampled data sets and estimates based on 25 loci for all
nodes using r8s-PL are: 2-locus mean = 9.0 Myr (0.0–74.3); 5-locus
mean = 5.4 Myr (0.0–66.2); 10-locus mean = 3.1 Myr (0.0–18.4);
15-locus mean = 2.1 Myr (0.0–15.3); 20-locus mean = 1.3 Myr
(0.0–8.6). See Appendix F for all values.

For BEAST-mix, estimates from the 2-locus and 5-locus data sets
are somewhat more similar to the estimated values for the 25-lo-
cus data set. The differences (absolute values) for the seven focal
nodes from the 25-locus estimates were: 2 loci: mean = 4.1 Myr
(0.3–19.4); 5 loci: mean = 3.0 Myr (0.1–11.5); 10-locus
mean = 2.0 Myr (0.0–12.2); 15-locus mean = 1.8 Myr (0.0–5.8);
20-locus mean = 1.7 Myr (0.0–8.8); see Appendix G for all values.
Further, all estimates with fewer loci using BEAST-mix were within
the 95% credibility intervals (i.e., HPDs) estimated for 25 loci
(Fig. 4), but note that these error estimates are wider for BEAST-
mix than for r8s-PL (see below). For both methods, estimates based
on 10 or more loci are similar to those for 25 loci. Differences
(absolute values) between estimates from the subsampled data
sets and estimates based on 25 loci for all nodes using BEAST-
mix are as follows: 2-locus mean = 5.0 Myr (0.0–54.7); 5-locus
mean = 3.3 Myr (0.0–45.6); 10-locus mean = 2.5 Myr (0.0–19.1);
15-locus mean = 2.2 Myr (0.0–21.7); 20-locus mean = 2.1 Myr
(0.0–15.1); see Appendix G for all values. Interestingly, the devia-
tion between the 25-locus estimates and the subsampled esti-
mates is slightly higher for BEAST-mix than r8s-PL with larger
numbers of loci, but these numbers are small for both methods.
Most importantly, for both methods, sampling only 2 or 5 loci
can yield age estimates that differ dramatically from those for 25
loci (i.e., >45 Myr for some nodes for both methods), strongly sug-
gesting the benefits of sampling many loci.

The differences between methods are most striking when the
mitochondrial data are considered. The estimated ages in r8s-PL

Table 5
Comparison of squamate divergence dates estimated here to those from previous studies. Confidence intervals (95%) for previous studies are shown where available. The methods
used by various authors are shown below the reference.

Node Vidal and Hedges (2005) Wiens et al. (2006) Hugall et al. (2007) This study This study

MultiDivTime r8s–PL r8s–PL r8s–PL BEAST-mix
A 240 (251–221) 178.7 (184–173) – 191.8 (186–194) 180.0 (160–198)
B 225 (240–207) – 190 (204–176) 189.5 (184–192) 173.4 (154–191)
C 215 (230–199) 173.9 (179–169) 176 (190–162) 184.6 (179–187) 162.8 (145–180)
D 191 (206–179) 168.3 (174–163) – 174.0 (170–177) 149.1 (135–165)
E 192 (209–176) 157.6 (167–149) 162 (175–149) 167.9 (161–172) 123.3 (92–155)
F 177 (193–164) 161.6 (168–156) – 163.9 (159–167) 135.0 (120–150)
G 178 (194–167) 163.9 (169–158) 158 (171–145) 169.8 (166–172) 140.8 (127–157)
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based on the single mitochondrial gene (ND2) for nodes A–G are
�68–82 Myr older (mean = 73.1) than those from the full nuclear
data set in r8s-PL. In contrast, estimates based on the single mito-

chondrial gene for nodes A–G in BEAST-mix are far more similar to
those from the 25 nuclear loci using BEAST-mix (2.0–15.0 Myr old-
er, mean = 6.3 Myr). For all seven focal nodes, the estimated dates

Fig. 4. Estimated dates of divergence for seven nodes (Fig. 1; A–G) based on limited sampling of loci for r8s-PL (left column) and BEAST-mix (right column). The 95%
confidence and credibility intervals (r8s-PL and BEAST-mix, respectively) for each method with 25 loci are shown on the far right of each panel. Black diamonds represent
estimates based on a single mitochondrial gene (ND2); some nodes lack an estimate for this gene because the branch length leading to that node was estimated to be zero (see
text).
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from the single mitochondrial gene fall within the range of dates
estimated from the 2-locus (nuclear) data sets and within the
95% credibility interval for all 25 loci in BEAST-mix (Fig. 4; Table 4).
Similar trends are present across the tree. The differences between
the ND2 and the 25-locus estimates for all nodes in r8s-PL had a
mean of 62.5 Myr (range = 0.0–114.9), whereas those from
BEAST-mix are more similar to dates estimated with 25 loci
(mean = 15.2 Myr, range = 0.2–56.1). Notably, even for BEAST-
mix, there were still striking deviations between the age estimates
from mitochondrial data and multiple nuclear loci for some nodes.

Estimates from BEAST-uniform with 25 loci are more similar to
those from r8s-PL (Fig. 6), which strongly suggests that the older
dates estimated by r8s-PL are related to how fossil calibrations
are treated by each method. For most outgroup nodes, estimated
dates from BEAST-uniform and r8s-PL analyses were very close
to those from the BEAST-mix analyses, whereas shallower nodes
were generally estimated to be older in r8s-PL and BEAST-uniform,
except for some more recent (<50 Myr) divergences (Fig. 6). The
95% HPDs for the covariance statistic on the combined log file for
BEAST-uniform contained zero (mean = 0.0287; HPD lower = �0.

96, upper = 0.1763; ESS = 121.544), again suggesting a lack of
autocorrelation among rates (Drummond et al., 2006).

Additionally, results from the 2-locus data sets with BEAST-
uniform appear more robust to limited sampling of loci than those
from r8s-PL. The average absolute differences between estimates
from the 2-locus and 25-locus analyses are not significantly differ-
ent between BEAST-mix and BEAST-uniform (for nodes A–G, mean
difference = 0.40; P = 0.124; based on a paired t-test), whereas they
are between BEAST-uniform and r8s-PL (nodes A–G, mean differ-
ence = 6.30; P = 0.001) and BEAST-mix and r8s-PL (nodes A–G,
mean difference = 6.70; P = 0.001). All but one estimate (for node
E) of the BEAST-uniform analyses from the 2-locus data sets for
nodes A–G were within the 95% confidence intervals of estimates
from the 25-locus, BEAST-uniform analyses (Supplementary mate-
rials, Fig. S4).

Ages estimated from the BEAST-prior analysis (i.e., no data)
differed considerably from those with data (BEAST-mix), with a
mean difference of 9.3 Myr per node (based on 70 nodes;
P < 0.0001 based on a t-test). This result shows that estimated
ages from BEAST-mix are strongly influenced by the sequence

Fig. 4. (continued)
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data, and are not determined solely by the priors (see Appendix
H). The results from the BEAST-prior analysis differ even more
strongly from the BEAST-mix analysis of the mitochondrial data
(mean difference of 20.1 Myr per node; P < 0.0001 based on a
t-test), suggesting that the similarity between the nuclear and
mitochondrial estimates for BEAST are not simply a result of
tightly constrained priors.

Finally, we evaluated the influence of subsampling loci on the
mean width of the 95% HPD (i.e., the range of the credibility inter-
vals). Surprisingly, we found that the mean widths of the 95% HPDs
of nodes in the 2-locus data sets (40.40 Myr) are not significantly
wider than those from 25 loci (mean = 40.31 Myr) for 70 compara-
ble nodes (mean difference = �0.66 Myr, d.f. = 67, t-value = -0.840,
P = 0.4039; Appendix I). Thus, our overall results show that by

increasing the number of loci in BEAST, the mean age estimates be-
come more similar to those from 25 loci, but the widths of credibil-
ity intervals remain similar. We also compared the mean widths of
the 95% HPD of the BEAST-prior analysis (no data; mean = 58.7
Myr) with those from BEAST-mix (mean = 40.3 Myr, 72 nodes)
and with those from the ND2-BEAST analysis (mean = 48.3 Myr,
70 nodes). We found the BEAST-prior widths to be significantly
wider than those from BEAST-mix (mean difference = �18.42 Myr,
d.f. = 69, t-value is �5.425, and P < 0.0001; Supplementary materi-
als Fig. S5), and the ND2-BEAST analysis (mean difference =
�8.31 Myr, d.f. = 69, t-value is 2.749, and P = 0.0076; Appendix I).
Thus, the inclusion of sequence data clearly reduces the width of
the HPD (as expected), but the amount of sequence data (2 vs. 25
loci) appears to have surprisingly little impact.

Fig. 5. Chronograms for r8s-PL and BEAST-mix superimposed onto one another. The r8s-PL chronogram is in red and slightly below the BEAST-mix chronogram (in blue).
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4. Discussion

4.1. Evaluation and comparison of dating methods

Relaxed-clock methods are becoming widely used for estimat-
ing the ages of clades, and estimated chronograms are becoming
commonplace in evolutionary, biogeographic, and ecological stud-
ies. However, many questions remain, including how well they
perform with relatively few loci and with loci evolving at rapid
rates (e.g., mtDNA in animals). Although there have been impor-
tant comparisons of methods in previous studies using empirical
and simulated data (e.g., Yang and Yoder, 2003; Linder et al.,
2005; Battistuzzi et al., 2010), there have been few comparisons
between two of the most widely used methods, penalized likeli-
hood and Bayesian analysis with uncorrelated, lognormally-
distributed rates (e.g., Phillips, 2009; Egan and Doyle, 2010). Here,
we assemble an extensive phylogenomic data set to evaluate and
compare r8s-PL and BEAST by subsampling nuclear loci (2, 5, 10,
15, and 20) and sampling mtDNA, and comparing these age esti-
mates to those from the complete nuclear data set (25 loci). Our re-
sults also have important implications for those studies focusing
on BEAST alone.

Our results show that both BEAST-mix and r8s-PL can be
highly sensitive to limited sampling of loci and to the use of mito-

chondrial data alone, with both methods giving estimates that
sometimes differ from those with 25 nuclear loci by >50 Myr
(in some cases). Our results also show that BEAST-mix can pro-
vide estimates of divergence dates that are somewhat more ro-
bust to limited sampling of loci than those from r8s-PL
(penalized likelihood). However, the generality of this result
should be tested in other systems. Although we do not know
the true ages of these squamate clades, we find that use of a lim-
ited number of loci in both methods can lead to estimates that
sometimes differ substantially from those based on large num-
bers of loci. In other words, we found greater stochastic error in
estimates from few loci (<10), with somewhat greater errors for
r8s-PL relative to BEAST-mix and BEAST-uniform. One potential
explanation for this pattern may be model misspecification,
which we address below.

For r8s-PL with only 2 or 5 loci, most estimates (90% and 65%,
respectively) were outside the 95% confidence interval estimated
for 25 loci, and nearly half (45%) were still outside this confidence
interval with 10 loci (for the seven focal nodes). In contrast, esti-
mates from BEAST-mix were consistently within the 95% credibil-
ity intervals from 25 loci, even with only 2 or 5 loci. This pattern
may result from a combination of the larger stochastic error and
narrower confidence intervals in r8s-PL. Credibility intervals in
BEAST are broader and incorporate many different potential

Fig. 6. Distribution of age estimates across the entire tree for r8s-PL and BEAST-mix based on all 25 loci and the subsampling analyses. The top panel also shows the estimates
based on the BEAST-uniform analysis, with estimates more similar to r8s-PL. Data for the mtDNA locus ND2 are shown in the 2-locus panel. Nodes are arranged and numbered
by their dates in BEAST-mix, and a description of each can be found in Appendix E.
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sources of error (e.g., branch lengths, fossil calibration ages). In
contrast, the confidence intervals in r8s are based solely on
branch-length variation (from bootstrapped data sets), and do
not incorporate uncertainty in fossil calibrations or other sources.
Therefore, we expect them to be narrower than credibility intervals
in BEAST. We also find that in some cases, sampling a limited num-
ber of loci (2 and 5) can seemingly lead to problematic age esti-
mates for BEAST-mix as well (with differences up to 54.7 Myr
between the estimates from the full and subsampled data). These
results underscore the importance of including multiple genes in
dating studies for all methods (see also Battistuzzi et al., 2010).

The most dramatic contrast between methods involves esti-
mates from the mitochondrial gene (ND2). For r8s-PL, the dates
estimated from ND2 are �68–82 Myr older than those estimated
from a large number of slowly evolving nuclear loci using the
same method. Even without knowing the correct ages of clades,
these large differences in estimated ages for the same clades
using the same method show that some of the clade ages esti-
mated by r8s-PL must be incorrect. In contrast, the clade ages
estimated from the single mitochondrial gene using BEAST-mix
are more similar to those based on 25 nuclear loci, albeit with
strong deviations for some nodes (mean 15.2 Myr difference be-
tween the ND2 and 25-locus estimates across all nodes). Overall,
our results suggest that BEAST can yield date estimates from a
single fast-evolving mitochondrial gene (or two short nuclear
fragments) that approximate those inferred from 25 nuclear loci.
However, the relative insensitivity of BEAST to sampling few loci
or mitochondrial data does not ensure that estimates from
BEAST are correct, only that they may be less likely to reflect
random errors due to subsampling loci (i.e., they may still be
incorrect for a variety of reasons).

We also found that ages estimated by r8s-PL are generally older
than those estimated by BEAST-mix (Figs. 4 and 6; mean difference
across nodes A–G = 25.3 Myr older, using all loci). The cause of this
difference is not entirely clear. One potential explanation is the use
of lognormal priors on fossil calibrations in BEAST. When BEAST
was run with uniform priors for all calibrations, the estimates were
more similar to those from r8s-PL (Fig. 6). The lognormal prior as-
signs a higher probability for the age of the clade being closer to
the minimum calibration age, with this probability tapering off
dramatically for earlier ages (see inset in Fig. 3). In contrast, mini-
mum-only calibrations in r8s-PL have equal probability throughout
the time interval between the minimum age and the time of the
next node with a constraint (see inset in Fig. 2), similar to the uni-
form distribution in BEAST. Simulated and empirical data suggest
that the lognormal prior in BEAST is generally more accurate
(Drummond et al., 2006), although we cannot address whether this
is the case for our data.

Few previous studies have compared r8s-PL and BEAST with
empirical data. A study on vertebrate mtDNA (Phillips, 2009) im-
plied that BEAST was able to estimate more dates within the ranges
expected given the fossil record than r8s-PL, but the BEAST analy-
ses utilized many fossil constraints (for many of these same nodes),
whereas r8s-PL did not. In our study, we have tried to make fossil
calibrations as similar as possible between these methods. Egan
and Doyle (2010) compared r8s-PL and BEAST with nuclear data
and similar calibration schemes for six nodes in a genus of plants,
and concluded that r8s-PL generally estimated older dates than
BEAST. Their hypothesized explanation for these differences is that
r8s-PL does not accommodate different rates of change in each
gene. However, in their analyses, unlike ours, likelihood branch
lengths for r8s-PL were estimated using a non-partitioned analysis
with a single model and set of parameters applied to all genes. In
summary, these previous studies both imply that r8s-PL may give
somewhat problematic estimates relative to BEAST, although there
were important differences in how these methods were applied in

these studies that make direct comparison difficult (reflecting the
somewhat different goals of these studies).

Apart from our comparison between methods, our results have
three important implications for analyses focusing on BEAST alone.
First, our results suggest that there can be substantial random er-
rors in estimating divergence dates with few nuclear loci, with
some estimates off by >50 Myr relative to the complete data set.
Second, we find that there can be even larger deviations when
sampling mitochondrial genes (mean difference of 15.2 Myr across
nodes, vs. mean difference of 5.0 Myr for 2 nuclear loci). These re-
sults suggest that including nuclear genes should be a priority for
dating studies. Third, we found that despite the apparent benefits
of sampling many loci, the confidence intervals for 25 loci were
no narrower than those for 2 loci. Thus, even though sampling
more loci seems to reduce stochastic errors in the estimated dates,
it does not seem to lead to greater confidence in those estimated
ages. These results, especially the latter, should be investigated fur-
ther in future empirical and simulation studies.

4.2. Autocorrelation of rates

One potential cause for the discrepancy in estimated dates be-
tween r8s-PL and BEAST-mix could be model misspecification. This
might also explain the greater stochastic error in estimates from
r8s-PL. Our sequence data appear not to be autocorrelated, which
may explain the older dates estimated in r8s-PL, which assumes
autocorrelation. Simulations by Battistuzzi et al. (2010) suggest
that a critically important factor in the relative accuracy of dating
methods is whether simulated rates are autocorrelated among lin-
eages (assumed by MultiDivTime and r8s-PL) or vary randomly
(assumed by BEAST). Specifically, the accuracy of methods was
potentially reduced when the data were simulated under one mod-
el but analyzed using the method that assumes the other (i.e.,
model misspecification). However, it is unknown whether model
misspecification necessarily leads to a systematic bias towards old-
er estimated dates or if it might explain the sensitivity of r8s-PL to
the mtDNA data and limited sampling of nuclear loci.

4.3. Caveats and mtDNA data

We make several caveats about our conclusions, especially
those relating to mtDNA. Although the dramatically older age esti-
mates we found using r8s-PL with mtDNA are troubling, they may
not be universal. We expect mtDNA to be most problematic for
divergence dating at the oldest time scales, when taxa are so diver-
gent that their branch-length estimates are compromised. The
divergences within our tree span >300 Myr (Table 2), whereas
many studies that use mtDNA to estimate phylogenies and diver-
gence times may involve much younger time scales (e.g.,
<50 Myr). Under more recent divergences, mtDNA may be less
problematic for divergence dating (e.g., underestimation of branch
lengths should be less severe). In addition, the maximum ages esti-
mated may be constrained by specifying a reasonable root age for
the tree based on other lines of evidence (e.g., fossils, other dating
studies). We also included only a single mitochondrial gene. It is
unclear if these discrepancies would persist using more mitochon-
drial genes. In fact, whole mitochondrial genomes are sometimes
used to estimate divergence dates at broad phylogenetic scales
(e.g., Kumazawa, 2007). We speculate that whole mitochondrial
genomes may also be problematic, because all genes may share a
relatively fast mutation rate relative to nuclear genes and the in-
crease in mtDNA data may not greatly reduce the underestimation
of branch lengths. Indeed, a study of squamate divergence dates
using MultiDivTime and whole mitochondrial genomes (Kumaza-
wa, 2007) estimated dates considerably older than those estimated
for nuclear genes here and in most previous studies (e.g., squamate
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crown group nearly 240 Myr; iguanian crown group nearly
200 Myr), but not as old as those estimated for ND2 alone (Table 3).

Finally, several other important issues are not addressed here.
For example, we did not address use of MultiDivTime, the sensitiv-
ity of these methods to taxon sampling (e.g., Linder et al., 2005), or
the effects of varying the number of fossil calibration points. These
issues should be addressed in future studies. It is also possible that
some of our results may not apply to other studies for various rea-
sons (e.g., many other studies involve shallower divergence times
and fewer fossils calibration points). These issues should be consid-
ered when applying our conclusions to other studies.

4.4. Phylogeny and ages of squamate clades

A major goal of our study is to provide an improved estimate of
divergence times for higher-level squamate clades using large
numbers of loci, taxa, and fossil calibration points (relative to pre-
vious studies). Vidal and Hedges (2005) used MultiDivTime with
six fossil calibration points and nine nuclear loci (6192 bp total)
for 19 taxa. Wiens et al. (2006) used r8s-PL with 11 fossil calibra-
tion points and nuclear RAG-1 data (�2850 bp) for 69 squamate
taxa [data from Townsend et al. (2004)]. Hugall et al. (2007) used
r8s-PL for 36 squamate taxa using a subset of the RAG-1 data,
and only one fossil calibration point within squamates (but 12
within Tetrapoda). Kumazawa (2007) used MultiDivTime for 24
squamate taxa using mitochondrial genomes (8310 bp) and four
fossil calibration points. Here, we estimated divergence times with
25 loci (19,020 bp) for 64 squamate taxa and 14 fossil calibration
points (10 within Squamata).

Our phylogenetic results are generally similar to those of Town-
send et al. (2004; for nuclear data, their Fig. 3) and most subse-
quent molecular studies. In fact, most previous studies have used
the RAG-1 data of Townsend et al. (2004), either alone (Wiens
et al., 2006; Hugall et al., 2007) or in combination with other loci
(Townsend et al., 2004; Vidal and Hedges, 2005; Wiens et al.,
2010). The only major points of disagreement between these stud-
ies are: (1) whether the sister group to all other squamates is dib-
amids (Vidal and Hedges, 2005; Wiens et al., 2006; this study),
gekkotans (Hugall et al., 2007), or dibamids + gekkotans (Wiens
et al., 2010); and (2) whether the sister group to snakes is Angui-
morpha (Hugall et al., 2007; Lee, 2009) or Anguimorpha + Iguania
(Townsend et al., 2004; Vidal and Hedges, 2005; Wiens et al.,
2006, 2010; this study). In fact, relationships within Toxicofera
(Iguania, Anguimorpha, and Serpentes) are relatively weakly sup-
ported in many previous studies and ours, despite the large num-
ber of loci, presumably because of short branch lengths (e.g., Wiens
et al., 2008). The phylogenetic results of Kumazawa (2007) are
somewhat more incongruent with ours (e.g., placing lacertids
and amphisbaenians with snakes), but are generally similar, de-
spite the absence of some key higher taxa (e.g., dibamids, gymn-
ophthalmids, teiids). Overall, most of the higher-level squamate
phylogeny appears to be relatively strongly supported and consis-
tent between studies using molecular data, despite some striking
differences relative to previous morphological hypotheses (e.g.,
Estes et al., 1988).

Our estimates of divergence times are also roughly similar to
previously published estimates, especially those from r8s-PL
(Table 5). For example, the present study, Wiens et al. (2006),
and Hugall et al. (2007) all found that the squamate crown group
arose �180 Myr. However, some of the dates estimated by Vidal
and Hedges (2005) and especially Kumazawa (2007) appear to be
substantially older (e.g., squamate crown group �240 Myr).
Notably, these latter two studies used relatively few taxa, few fossil
calibration points, and the MultiDivTime method. We also note
that our estimates from r8s-PL may be more similar to the age
estimates of Wiens et al. (2006) and Hugall et al. (2007) simply

because those studies also used r8s-PL. Therefore, this agreement
does not necessarily imply accuracy, as the older dates estimated
by r8s-PL in these studies and ours could be erroneous, for the rea-
sons described above (e.g., model misspecification, use of uniform
distributions for calibration ages).

5. Conclusions

In this study, we use phylogenomic data for squamate reptiles
to evaluate and compare two widely used methods for estimating
divergence dates, penalized likelihood (r8s-PL) and the Bayesian
uncorrelated lognormal approach (BEAST). We find that BEAST
can give estimates similar to those for 25 nuclear loci given small
numbers of nuclear loci or even a single mitochondrial gene. In
contrast, estimates from r8s-PL with few nuclear loci often differ
from those with more loci, and estimates from r8s-PL based on
mtDNA alone differ dramatically from those based on multiple nu-
clear loci for the same method (>110 Myr older, mean 62.5 Myr).
Overall, our results show that, with our data set, estimates from
BEAST can be surprisingly consistent given limited sampling of
loci. However, our results also imply that analyses using BEAST
may also benefit from sampling nuclear vs. mitochondrial data
and sampling multiple nuclear loci. We also find that utilizing 25
loci does not significantly decrease confidence intervals on esti-
mated ages relative to sampling 2 loci, a somewhat disturbing re-
sult that should be investigated further.
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